In everyday life, we process mixtures of a variety of sounds. This processing involves the segregation of auditory input and the attentive selection of the stream that is most relevant to current goals. For natural scenes with multiple irrelevant sounds, however, it is unclear how the human auditory system represents all the unattended sounds. In particular, it remains elusive whether the sensory input to the human auditory cortex of unattended sounds biases the cortical integration/segregation of these sounds in a similar way as for attended sounds.
Introduction
In a caf e, we can listen to the voice of a friend amid chatter or music. Auditory selective attention enables us to segregate complex sound mixtures ('auditory scenes') and to select and track the specific sound stream we are interested in. Early studies investigated how the auditory system accomplishes this using pure-tone sequences that can be perceived as either a single integrated stream (by grouping low and highfrequency tones) or two separate streams (by segregating these tones). These studies (reviewed in Micheyl et al., 2007; Snyder and Alain, 2007) found correlates of auditory stream segregation at various stages along the auditory pathway, as early as the cochlear nucleus (Pressnitzer et al., 2008) , up to auditory cortex (Micheyl et al., 2005) and beyond (Cusack, 2005) . Results from these studies indicate that perceptual stream segregation depends on both the processing of sensory cues (bottom-up processing), and on the listener's cognitive state, e.g. the focus of attention (top-down processing) .
Recently, research examined the effect of selective attention on auditory stream segregation with more realistic 'cocktail party'-like mixtures containing two speakers. By relating sound envelopes (or spectrograms) and temporal neural-response patterns, these studies showed that selective attention enhances the cortical representation of attended speakers relative to representations of unattended speakers (Elhilali et al., 2009; Hambrook and Tata, 2014; Horton et al., 2013; Mirkovic et al., 2015) . Interestingly, the cortical activity correlated also with the envelope of the unattended speech signal, although to a lesser extent than for the attended signal Simon, 2012a, 2012b; Kerlin et al., 2010; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; O'Sullivan et al., 2015; Power et al., 2012; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013) , suggesting that cortex may represent faithfully sounds that are outside the listener's focus of attention.
However, this concerned only single unattended sounds, leaving unclear how the brain operates when multiple sounds are left unattended. Recent MEG findings indicate that cortex represents unattended speech as integrated rather than segregated (Puvvada and Simon, 2017) . This is consistent with a previous EEG study showing that auditory attention to a tone sequence favours the integration of other, unattended tone sequences (Sussman et al., 2007) . However, when attention is focused on noise or visual input unrelated to the mixture of tone sequences, unattended streams become more separable (Sussman et al., 2007 (Sussman et al., , 2005 . This indicates that stream segregation occurs also outside the focus of attention, which is in contrast with the results by Puvvada and Simon (2017) . One possibility to reconcile these findings is that this 'pre--attentive segregation' follows the same principles as conventional 'attentive segregation', i.e., is strongly driven by sensory cues. For example, Sussman et al. (2007) found that stream segregation of unattended pure tone sequences is influenced by the tones' spectral separation. However, how this relates to the processing of multiple unattended streams in naturalistic scenes is unknown.
In the present study, we tested in a naturalistic listening situation whether the human auditory system forms auditory streams of sounds outside the focus of attention. We presented cocktail party-like auditory stimuli comprising two speakers and music, and asked participants to perform a selective attention task to render different sounds as unattended. In combination with EEG-based sound tracking, this setup allowed estimating whether cortex represents unattended sounds as integrated or segregated, and to what extent a putative bias is modulated by the acoustic difference between the unattended sounds. Our results show that sound sources that are irrelevant to the task are represented in the auditory hierarchy by neural responses at 150 ms. Importantly, we found that the neural tracking of unattended sources as separate streams related inversely to the similarity between the cortical representations of the streams. This similarity-dependent effect occurred earlier (70-110 ms) in the auditory cortical processing hierarchy and suggests critical contributions from automatic bottom-up processes to stream segregation outside the listener's focus of attention. These findings indicate that the same acoustics-based principles govern the segregation of both attended and unattended ongoing sounds.
Materials and methods

Participants
17 students (native German speakers) of Maastricht University (13 female, age range: 18-30 years, mean age [s.d.]: 21.5 [2.9] years) took part in the experiment and received course credit or gift vouchers for their participation. They had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing as assessed with pure-tone audiometry (<25 dB HL at 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 kHz in both ears) and the short version of the Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ12 > 7.0; Noble et al., 2013; German translation: Kießling et al., 2011) . The local ethics committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience (Ethics Review Committee Psychology and Neuroscience) at Maastricht University approved the experimental procedures of the study (#158_04_11_2015).
Sound stimuli
Speech stimuli ( Supplementary Fig. 1A and B) were 1-min mono excerpts of two German audiobooks ("Oma l€ asst grüssen und sagt, es tut ihr leid" by Fredrick Backmann [male speaker; f 0 ¼ 107 AE 7.3 Hz, mean AE s.d.] and "Das Nebelhaus" by Eric Berg [female speaker; f 0 ¼ 159 AE 8.3 Hz, mean AE s.d.]). The fundamental frequency f 0 for each excerpt were determined by averaging f 0 contours obtained with the YIN algorithm (de Cheveign e and Kawahara, 2002) . From each audiobook, 65 1-min segments were created after reducing pauses between sentences or words to 300 ms.
Music stimuli ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ) were 25 1-min excerpts of electronic music pieces with clear regular beat pattern (average: 124.4 bpm, range: 120-127 bpm) and were deliberately chosen to be distinct from speech stimuli to facilitate the perceptual segregation of the streams. Music stimuli were adjusted to contain two to five passages with faster playback (using Subband Sinusoidal Modelling Synthesis as implemented in Audactiy(R) version 2.0.5). The playback speed of these 1.5-s passages was increased by 25% to yield an accelerated segment lasting 1.2 s. All speech stimuli were equated for intensity based on rootmean-square (RMS). Music stimuli were presented at þ5 dB RMS of speech stimuli.
Speech (i.e. male speaker [s1], female speaker [s2]) and music (m) sounds were presented either alone or as an 'auditory scene' containing all three sounds. Because the RMS of single sounds was equalized, the auditory scenes had a higher intensity than the single sounds. In scene stimuli, the to-be-attended sound began 5 s before the other sounds (distractors) to provide listeners with an auditory cue indicating the current target sound. To avoid clicks, each of three sound sources contained on-and offsets (linear ramps of 0.5 s). Auditory stimuli were digitized using a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bits per sample. They were presented via a soundcard (Sound Blaster X-Fi Xtreme Audio, Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore), an audio amplifier (AB 200, AB international, USA), and two speakers (Control 25, JBL Professional, USA) located 1.3 m in front and symmetrically placed with respect to the participant (AE30 angle in azimuth) at a comfortable listening level of 60 dB SPL .
To facilitate task performance during scene presentations, we presented the three sound sources as coming from different locations. Music was presented on both loudspeakers (creating the percept of music in front of participants) and each audiobook was presented via one of the loudspeakers (creating the percept of two speakers in front-right and front-left of participants, respectively).
Sound description by spectro-temporal modulations
To assess quantitatively the similarity of the sound representations in auditory cortex, we estimated the cortical representation of each stimulus using a computational model of auditory processing based on spectrotemporal modulations (Chi et al., 2005) . This model mimics the processing of sounds along the auditory pathway and (early) auditory cortex. Recent studies using model-based fMRI encoding (Santoro et al., 2014) and decoding (Santoro et al., 2017) indicate that the resulting representations can be used to accurately predict/decode fMRI auditory cortical response patterns for natural sounds, including music and speech. This suggests that the model output provides a good approximation of the auditory cortical sound representations, at least at the level of early auditory areas. Note that the computational model does not contain top-down (attentional) processing components, and thus the output of the model can be considered as the result of bottom up (sensory) processing of the sounds. For brevity, we refer to the sound representations estimated with the model as sensory sound representations.
We derived the cortical representation of our stimuli by applying the initial processing stage of the model, which mimics sound processing at the cochlea and midbrain, and then calculating the contributing modulations for discrete combinations of spectral scale (19 values, logarithmically (Santoro et al., 2017) .
Then, we determined the similarity of these sensory sound representations, by comparing the estimated filter weights for the speech and music sounds. To reduce dimensions, we averaged the sound representations across frequency resulting in rate-scale descriptions for the speech (65 sounds for s1 and s2) and music stimuli (25 sounds) (Supplementary Fig. 2A-C) . We visualized the similarity between the estimated cortical representations of sounds by projecting these onto the first two principal components (variance explained: 70.7% for PC1, 11.7% for PC2). The projections indicate higher similarity between estimated cortical responses to speech sounds of the male and female speaker compared to the similarity between estimated responses to sounds of either speaker and music ( Supplementary Fig. 2D ). This qualitative difference of estimated cortical responses in the rate-scale plane (i.e., not their projections) is confirmed by the Hausdorff metric, a distance measure of two sets of points, which indicated a smaller distance for speech-speech vs. speechmusic comparisons (s1Às2: 0.63; s1Àm: 2.20; s2Àm: 2.11). Based on this model-based auditory stimulus analysis, we expected our stimuli to evoke more similar auditory cortical representations for the two speech sounds compared to speech and music.
Tasks
The critical parameter in our study was the separability of the sounds that fell outside the listener's focus of attention. To manipulate this parameter under fixed acoustic conditions, we induced variations in the listener's focus of attention by using three tasks while keeping the acoustic input constant. Specifically, participants listened to the auditory scenes -all including three sounds (s1, s2, m) -and were asked to either attend to the male speaker, female speaker, or music (s1 task, s2 task and m task, respectively). For the speaker tasks, participants were asked to listen selectively to the respective speaker and to answer three questions about the content of the respective speech after the stimulus ended. Each of the three questions concerned the content of one third of the overall stimulus interval (i.e., one question for intervals [0 20 ] s, [20 40] s and [40 60] s, respectively). For the music task, participants were asked to report the number of detected tempo changes in playback speed. In addition to these target-specific questions, participants were required to answer one question about the task-irrelevant streams to verify the effect of attention (Ding and Simon, 2012a; Mirkovic et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2015) . Participants were informed that these distractor-specific questions were not important but should be answered if the answer was known.
Balancing
Participants performed 5 runs of the experiment (except for two participants who finished 4 runs). Each run consisted of three blocks containing five trials of the same task. Within blocks, the first trial contained only the target sound, while the remaining four trials were auditory scenes containing both the target and distractors. Thus, participants performed each task in total 25(20) times across 5(4) runs. The order of tasks within runs was pseudo-randomized across runs. To keep participants motivated, the excerpts of speech sounds were ordered across speaker tasks and blocks such that excerpts of the relevant speaker formed a coherent story. For each speaker 65 excerpts were extracted such that no excerpt was repeated in the experiment. 25 music excerpts each with 2-5 accelerated segments were created and presented such that no excerpt was repeated during the music task or within a block. The number of accelerated segments for each presentation was randomized. The location of speech streams in auditory scenes was balanced within blocks to avoid location as a confounding factor.
Procedure
After obtaining written informed consent, pure-tone audiometry and SSQ12 (Noble et al., 2013) , participants were familiarized with the task by presenting them with exemplary auditory stimuli. Questions about the task-relevant sound were presented first, followed by the questions about the distractors. For all tasks, participants were presented with four response alternatives (indicated with A, B, C, and D) and asked to indicate their answer by button press. The questions were presented after the auditory stimuli without predefined response windows to assure that participants could read the questions and response alternatives without time pressure.
EEG recording and preprocessing
EEG was recorded from 63 scalp electrodes positioned according to a modified 10-20% system (Easycap, montage 11) and referenced to electrode TP9, using BrainAmp amplifiers (Brain Products, Munich, Germany). Vertical and horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded from electrodes placed below and next to the right eye, respectively. Impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. The EEG signal was bandpass-filtered (cut-offs: 0.01 and 200 Hz, analog filter) and digitized with a 500-Hz sampling rate.
EEG data were preprocessed and analysed using the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and custom Matlab scripts. Data preprocessing involved band-pass filtering (cut-offs: 0.5 and 45 Hz, FIR filter), re-referencing to an average reference, and epoching from À1 to 61s relative to the onset of the auditory stimulus. The epoched data were used to calculate temporally independent components via ICA (using runica.m function). We defined components reflecting artefacts caused by eye movements, eye blinks, muscle activity and channel noise (the EOG and component statistics were used to better identify these components). Artefactual components (4.8 AE 2.2 [mean AE s.d.] across participants) were removed and the data was back-projected into sensor space. In a final step, the channel signals were band-pass filtered between 2 and 8 Hz to extract neural activity tracking slow fluctuations in acoustic input (Mirkovic et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2015) .
EEG-based sound reconstruction
Fig. 1 provides an overview of the main analysis steps, which are described further in forthcoming sections. Participants were presented with the mixture of three sounds of which one is relevant (S R ) and two are irrelevant to a task (S IR1 , S IR2 ) while their EEG was measured. The presented sound onset envelopes and EEG data were used to estimate a model (decoder) specific to each sound source (S R , S IR1 , S IR2 ) and the mixture of irrelevant sounds (S IR1þIR2 ). Given independent evaluation data and sounds, these decoders were used to predict (or reconstruct) onset envelopesŜ R ,Ŝ IR1 ,Ŝ IR2 , andŜ IR1þIR2 . These predicted envelopes were then compared to evaluation sounds using Pearson's correlation coefficient r (Ding and Simon, 2012b; Mirkovic et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2015) .
In order to test whether the sensory similarity modulates cortical processing, we approximated the degree of cortical integration vs. segregation by comparing the average cross-correlation of single irrelevant sounds (IR sep ¼ (r IR1 þ r IR2 )/2) to the cross-correlation of the mixture of irrelevant sounds (IR mix ¼ r IR1þIR2 ). For further statistical assessment, correlation values were Fisher z-transformed.
Sound onset envelope
We extracted sound onset envelopes ( Supplementary Fig. 1D ) by calculating the absolute value of the Hilbert transform of the auditory stimuli and applying a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 8 Hz. Next, the first derivative was computed to extract envelope changes. The resulting signal was half-wave rectified and down-sampled to 100 Hz. The half-wave rectification accentuates sound onsets, which are salient in speech and music and are strongly represented in ongoing low-frequency EEG signals (Fiedler et al., 2017; Hertrich et al., 2012; Petersen et al., 2017) . By using the sound onset envelope, the sound tracking was in particular based on sudden increases in sound intensity induced by, for example, syllable or tone onsets. Thus, the tracking might relate to processes indexed by the prominent N1 response in auditory evoked responses (AEPs) which has been related to temporal edge detection (N€ a€ at€ anen and Picton, 1987; Winkler et al., 2009 ). For brevity we will refer to sound onset envelopes as sound envelopes unless a distinction is required.
Reconstruction by multi-delay models
EEG data was epoched from 7 to 58 s to exclude EEG activity related to initial streaming processes (task-irrelevant sounds were added at 5 s) or sound offset. Similar to previous EEG studies, we followed a deconvolution approach (Fuglsang et al., 2017; Mirkovic et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2015) that determines a convolution model g (called decoder) for each trial defined across channels and multiple delays. Specifically, for each trial k EEG data X k from 63 sensors (EOG channels were removed) and 41 delays (0-400 ms with a step-size of 10 ms) and the sound envelope S k were used to estimate a convolution kernel g k by regularized least-squares estimation:
where the regularization matrix was the identity matrix I. The regularization parameter λ was empirically determined by an independent set of data for model estimation and validation recorded when participants were exposed to the single speaker or music only (12 or 16 trials for 4 and 5 blocks, respectively). The regularization parameter leading to the highest reconstruction value for the independent set of data across tasks and participants (λ ¼ 10 4 ) was used for all analyses in this study. The EEG data matrix X k was constructed by concatenating the responses of EEG channels and delays with respect to the presented sound envelope at each time point t, i.e. the dimension of X k was 5101 (time points) by 2583 (channels Â delays). To predict (or reconstruct) the sound envelope of a trial, we used a leave-trial-out scheme for which decoders of the remaining trials were averaged and the resulting average decoder was applied to the EEG data of the left-out trial. Thus, the decoder for left-out trial i g i was derived as:
The estimated sound envelopeŜ i was reconstructed by convolution:
For each task, we computed models for each sound envelope of the presented scene (s1, s2 and m). For analysis of task-irrelevant sounds we calculated and compared the average reconstruction of onset envelopes of irrelevant single sounds (i.e., IR sep ) and the reconstruction for sound envelopes of their mixture (i.e., IR mix ; e.g., onset envelope of the sound mixture of s1 and s2 for m task).
Reconstruction by single-delay models
To determine which delays of the EEG relative to the sound envelope are important for envelope tracking, we reconstructed envelopes similarly as above for the multi-delay models. In this analysis, however, we restricted the training of the model to a single delay with the elements of X k being the signal of all channels for each time point at one particular delay. We restricted the delays of EEG data to the interval between À200 ms and 500 ms (i.e., 71 delays) with respect to the time of the onset envelope. Negative delays (i.e., EEG data preceding the envelope) were included to test for putative predictive effects. The regularization parameter was determined similarly as for the multi-delay kernels by optimizing based on the presentation of single sounds and yielded the same value (i.e., λ ¼ 10 4 ) which was applied to all tasks, delays and participants.
Forward-modelling by temporal response functions
As a control analysis for our main analysis of irrelevant sound processing, we also predicted single-channel EEG responses using a temporal responses-functions (TRF) approach (Ding and Simon, 2012b) . This approach has the advantage that it takes autocorrelation of stimuli into account and, consequently, avoids so-called temporal smearing in comparison to the single-delay approach (Crosse et al., 2016) . Similar to the reconstruction by multi-delay models, we provide an interval of potential lags between 0 and 400 ms and perform the TRF analysis with the mTRF toolbox (Crosse et al., 2016) . Since the TRF analysis results in models for each EEG channel, we employ principal component (PC) analysis to extract their commonalities across channels. We compare these models with outcomes of the single delay analysis.
Experimental design and statistical analysis
We tested whether the cortical tracking of (irrelevant) auditory streams was modulated by the current behavioural demand as quantified by EEG recordings. To this end, we introduced a repeated-measures design with three tasks (i.e., s1 task, s2 task, and m task) and three sounds (i.e., s1, s2 and m) of which trial-wise outcomes were averaged for each participant and subsequently analysed across participants. For behavioural data analysis, we calculated response accuracy (i.e., the number of correct responses per condition divided by the total number of Fig. 1 . Overview of EEG-based Sound Reconstruction. The presented sound onset envelopes and the measured EEG data of the training set are used to train a decoder for each relevant sound (S R ), irrelevant sound (S IR1 and S IR2 ) and mixture of irrelevant sounds (S IR1þIR2 ). These decoders are provided with EEG data from the evaluation set and generate a predicted envelope specific to the decoder (Ŝ R ,Ŝ IR1 ,Ŝ IR2 andŜ IR1þIR2 ), i.e. the output of two decoders to the same EEG measurements results in different onset envelope predictions (envelope reconstruction). These predictions are compared to the actually presented sounds of the evaluation set (crosscorrelation). Brackets denote the example of the sound conditions used when participants are asked to focus on s1. The grey background indicates sound waves, the foreground shows the computed onset envelopes (red: relevant; grey: irrelevant; purple: mixture of irrelevant sounds). The black lines below the head denote EEG traces of different channels. Please see Materials and Methods for details. trials per condition) which was analysed by a repeated-measures ANOVA. Pair-wise comparisons between conditions were analysed by Wilcoxon sign-rank tests which were corrected for multiple comparisons using the false-discovery-rate (FDR; Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . The statistical analysis of EEG data by sound reconstruction is described in the following section.
Statistical assessment of EEG-based neural sound tracking
To test for differences between decoders or tasks, the similarity of reconstructed and presented sound envelopes was compared with nonparametric tests. For multi-delay models, pair-wise comparisons were assessed with a Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . For comparisons of single-delay models, differences at single delays were tested with Wilcoxon sign-rank tests and corrected for multiple comparisons with permutation tests.
Chance-level estimation by permutation testing
Empirical chance levels for reconstruction levels were derived by assigning to each EEG trial randomly one of the presented envelopes (e.g., for s1 task and decoder, EEG data of trial 1 was linked to a random envelope of s1 during the speaker task). This ensured that acoustic features specific to the speaker or music are kept constant across permutations. We performed n perm ¼ 10 4 permutations, which provided us with accurate empirical chance-level estimations for each participant, task, and decoder. To this end, we retrained the model for each permutation with the permuted envelopes and assessed the similarity of the predicted and left-out envelope in the leave-one-out procedure. We tested whether reconstructions were above chance level for individual participants (permutation tests; p < .05, one-tailed) and across participants by comparing the average reconstruction for permuted datasets and the nonpermuted dataset (Wilcoxon sign-rank tests; p < .05, one-tailed).
2.10.2. Cluster-size analysis for delay-specific reconstruction Delay-specific reconstructions by single-delay models provide a reconstruction measure (i.e., correlation between reconstructed and presented envelopes) for each delay. Thus, correcting for multiple comparisons is necessary when assessing the significance of differences between conditions. In order to correct for the tests performed at the 71 delays, we used a correction approach based on cluster-sizes (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) across participants.
Binary comparisons. For binary comparisons, we created an empirical null distribution of summed statistical outcomes for clusters with significant consecutive delays. Permutations were created by switching labels of decoders or tasks at the participant level, leading to 2 16 different sets and their reversed counterparts resulting in total in n perm ¼ 2 17 permutations. Specifically, for each permutation the statistical values of significant consecutive delays (determined with a two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test with criterion p < .05) were summed (z sum ) for each cluster and the maximum z sum across clusters per permutation was extracted to derive the distribution of values that can be observed by chance given the data (Bullmore et al., 1999) . Subsequently, the observed z sum for clusters with true labels are compared with the distribution of maximum z sum under the null hypothesis, which results in a probability estimate corrected for multiple comparisons. Clusters with a probability of p < .05 were labelled as significant. Three-condition comparisons by conjunction. To test for effects of conditions or tasks across three levels, we applied a conjunction analysis of matching vs. non-matching decoders or tasks (e.g., for the s1 decoder we tested whether the s1 envelope could be reconstructed more accurately during the s1 task than during the s2 or m task). For this conjunction approach, the more conservative outcome of the two tests indicates the significance of the comparison. For example, for the s1 decoder and s1 onset envelope we compared the reconstruction similarity derived for the s1 task with both the s2 task and the m task, and we used the more conservative statistical value for further analysis. We permuted conditions within participants (n perm ¼ 10 4 ) and determined for each permutation the maximum of the summed outcomes of significant clusters according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Task effect on reconstruction differences. For distractor sounds, we tested for interaction effects between task (s1, s2, m) and type of sound (IR mix , IR sep ) at single delays by calculating the difference IR mix -IR sep for each task and using a non-parametric Friedman test to test whether differences were modulated by task. For each significant cluster of delays (initial threshold: p < .05, Х 2 (2) > 5.99) we summed, the ztransformed p-values. This value was compared to empirical chance level as determined by scrambling the conditions (n perm ¼ 10 4 ) across the three tasks within each participant and deriving for each permutation the maximal summed z-statistics.
Results
Behaviour
Behavioural results show that participants successfully followed the instructions and paid attention primarily to the task-relevant sound: Fig. 2A shows the accuracy of participants' responses in auditory scenes for each task (s1, s2, and m) and for each sound (s1, s2, and m). A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a strong interaction between the task and the type of sound in question (i.e., whether the question referred to the target or distractor sound) (F(2.76, 44.14) ¼ 83.75, p < .001, corrected with Greenhouse-Geisser [GG], η 2 p ¼ 0.84). Post-hoc tests showed better performance for target sounds than distractor sounds, as was expected based on task instructions ( Fig. 2A) . In addition, performance on music targets was worse (44.16 AE 5.1%; mean AE s.e.m) than for speech sounds (s1: 80.3 AE 2.3%; s2: 82.5 AE 2.4%; s1 vs. m: z ¼ 3.57; p ¼ .0004, sign-rank test, two-tailed; s2 vs. m: z ¼ 3.62, p ¼ .0003, signrank test, two-tailed). There was no difference across the two speaker conditions (s1 vs. s2: z ¼ À1.16, p ¼ .244, sign-rank test, two-tailed). Similar results were obtained in the condition where only isolated sounds were presented (red print in Fig. 2A ). The lower performance for the music vs. speaker tasks is not optimal but since the main EEG analyses relied on comparing differences of models of the same task, this difference unlikely confounded our EEG results reported below.
Initial EEG analysis
First, we assessed whether the task manipulation was reflected in the EEG signal. To this end, we tested whether target speakers were better reconstructed compared to distractors as shown in previous studies for multi-speaker situations (Ding and Simon, 2012a; O'Sullivan et al., 2015; Fuglsang et al., 2017) . Fig. 2B shows sound reconstructions from multi-delay models, which showed a highly similar pattern as the behavioural results (cf. Fig. 2A ) with higher reconstruction of sounds when these were attended. The reconstructions of both targets and distractors reached significance for all tasks and all types of sounds both across and within participants (see Fig. 2B ). These results confirm that attention to a specific stream selectively enhances the cortical representation of the attended stream (Ding and Simon, 2012a; Fuglsang et al., 2017; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013) . A single-delay analysis further characterized the attentional enhancement. The task-induced reconstruction benefits were visible throughout the entire analysis window (Fig. 2C-E) and reached significance at various time points depending on the type of target sound: for speech targets, this task effect was observed at middle and late delays (after 220 ms), whereas for music targets it occurred during an early (À10-30 ms) and late interval (460-500 ms). These results indicate that task-related attentional modulation involves differently timed processes for speech vs. music sounds.
In addition, we replicate 'decoder specificity' (Ding and Simon, 2012a ; O'Sullivan et al., 2015; Fuglsang et al., 2017): after training a decoder with the envelope of a specific type of sound (e.g., s1) that sound's envelope was reconstructed more accurately than the envelope of any of the other sounds (e.g., s2 or m) ( Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 depict results for multi-delay and single-delay results, respectively).
Reconstruction of task-irrelevant sound envelopes
Our results so far support previous findings of selective attentional cortical enhancement from multi-talker studies and extend them to more naturalistic cocktail-party-like settings including speech and music. In the next step, we characterized the cortical processing of task-irrelevant sounds, i.e., distractors, to address our main question whether the segregation of streams outside the focus of attention depends on estimated cortical segregation cues.
Reconstruction of mixed vs. segregated background
First, we used the multi-delay decoders to reconstruct sound envelopes of distractors. We found that the reconstruction of distractor mixtures (i.e., IR mix ) was more accurate than the average of individual distractor reconstructions (i.e., IR sep ), given the same acoustic input (pooled across tasks; z ¼ 3.34, p ¼ .0008, sign-rank test, two-tailed, median(IR mix -IR sep ) ¼ 0.007, 15/17 participants IR mix > IR sep ; Fig. 3A) . Using the delay-specific reconstruction analysis, we investigated the timing of the cortical processes underlying this observation. Fig. 3B shows the reconstruction of single-delay models of task-irrelevant onset Fig. 2 . Behavioural performance and reconstruction of sound onset envelopes from EEG data. A) Bars show the behavioural performance for each type of response separately for each listening task. For example, the 3 bars on the left show the participants' accuracy in responding to questions about stimulus s1 while attending to speaker 1 (s1), speaker 2 (s2), or the music (m). The three bars in the middle show the accuracy in responding to questions about stimulus s2, and the 3 bars on the right show performance when responding to the tempo change task (i.e., music task; m). The dashed line represents the chance level. Asterisks denote above-chance performance across participants (*p < .05, **p < .01). Differences of performances (p < .05, two-tailed, FDR corrected) between listening tasks are indicated in purple. The number of participants (N ¼ 17) who achieved above-chance performance (binomial test, p < .05) is indicated at the bottom of bars. Performance in conditions containing only isolated sounds is denoted by separate grey errorbars (mean AE s.e.m.). B) Bars show the group results for each reconstructed type of onset envelope separately for each listening task. Asterisks denote significance (**p < .01) compared to empirical chance level estimated by permutations. Errorbars are s.e.m., middle green lines show the average empirical chance level across participants for reconstructions of sound envelopes, upper and lower green lines show empirical chance level AEs.e.m. across participants. Numerals denote the number of participants (N ¼ 17) with above-chance reconstruction accuracy. Differences between listening tasks are indicated in purple (p < .05, two-tailed, FDR corrected). C)-E) Graphs show reconstruction performance during the three tasks separately for reconstructed type of onset envelope. Solid green waveforms denote the empirical chance level (i.e., average reconstruction of permuted sound envelopes across participants). Straight green lines indicate temporal clusters with prediction above chance performance (permutation test, p < .05; initial threshold: p < .05); the different line styles represent different tasks; see legend in panel E. Purple lines indicate intervals with higher reconstruction of matching tasks and decoders (black) compared to non-matching tasks (gray) (permutation test: matching vs. non-matching task). Fig. 3 . Reconstruction of task-irrelevant sounds pooled across tasks. A) Lines show the reconstruction by multi-delay models of task-irrelevant sounds with a mixture model (IR mix ) and segregated models (IR sep ) for each participant. Grey lines denote single participants and the black line depicts their average. B) Waveforms depict the reconstruction of task-irrelevant sounds by singledelay models as a mixture (IR mix ) or separate sounds (IR sep ) and their difference (blue) for each delay. Purple lines denote intervals with higher reconstruction of IR mix compared to IR sep (permutation test, p < .05, two-tailed). C) Scalp topographies show the average channel weights across participants and tasks for the two early intervals with higher IR mix vs. IR sep reconstruction. envelopes of IR mix and IR sep . We found that mixtures of distractors were reconstructed better than the average reconstruction of individual distractors in two early intervals (60-100 ms and 120-180 ms). Overall reconstruction accuracy during these intervals was relatively high. Moreover, these intervals were associated with essentially opposite weight topographies (Fig. 3C) , which suggests that our result from multidelay decoders arose from two separate early stages of auditory processing.
To rule out that the higher number of onsets in the mixed compared to segregated models induced these differences, we compared reconstructions of onsets for the whole scene (high number of onsets; decoders trained the sound envelope of the whole scene) with the respective attended sound and mixture of distractors (smaller number of onsets; decoders trained on envelopes of single sounds). We found that the scene is reconstructed less well compared to the average reconstruction of attended and mixture of unattended sounds although the scene contains more onsets compared to each of the comparison sounds (z ¼ 2.012, p ¼ .0442, sign-rank test, two-tailed). This shows that the higher reconstruction accuracy of the unattended sound mixture compared to the average reconstruction of unattended sounds cannot be explained merely by a higher number of onsets. In addition, we performed a TRF analysis that takes potential autocorrelation of the onset envelopes into account and promises to specify the important intervals of neural processing better than the single-delay analysis. These results ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ) point towards two important delays at~70 ms and~150 ms for processing of task-irrelevant sounds which is in line with the findings of the single-delay analysis and suggests that the stimulus autocorrelation did not impact our findings to a large extent.
Segregation of background sounds depend on estimated cortical separation
To address our main question, we examined whether the observed effect of mixed vs. segregated reconstruction of distractors depended on the task. Fig. 4A shows the reconstruction performance of onset envelopes for mixed and segregated representations for the three tasks. A simple-effect analysis revealed higher reconstruction for mixed compared to segregated distractor sounds for both the s1 and m task, and a similar trend was observed for the s2 task (sign-rank tests, two-tailed). This shows that our main result of higher mixed vs. segregated distractor reconstructions occurred reliably for each task.
Importantly, the effect seemed to be stronger for the m task than the s1 and s2 tasks. This notion was indeed supported by a significant modulation of reconstruction differences (IR mix -IR sep ) by task (Х 2 (2) ¼ 10.94, p ¼ .0042, Friedman test). Paired comparisons (Fig. 4B) showed that the reconstruction difference between IR mix and IR sep was higher in the music task compared to speaker tasks (s1 vs. m task: z ¼ À2.72, sign-rank test, two-tailed, median(s1 -m) ¼ À0.008, 14/17 participants; s2 vs. m task: z ¼ À2.86, sign-rank test, two-tailed, median(s2 -m) ¼ À0.009, 14/17 participants). In contrast, reconstruction differences between the speaker tasks did not differ (s1 vs. s2 task: z ¼ 0.26, n.s., sign-rank test, two-tailed). Thus, unattended sounds from different categories (e.g., s1 and m) were more segregated than unattended sounds from the same category (e.g., s1 and v2).
Finally, we investigated the latency of the observed interaction. Fig. 5A -C shows the reconstruction performance for IR mix and IR sep for each task at single delays. We found that for each task, the results were qualitatively similar to the pooled results (cf. Fig. 4B ) with better reconstruction for IR mix than for IR sep (permutation test, two-tailed).
Crucially, a Friedman test of reconstruction differences (IR mix -IR sep ) at each delay revealed a modulation by task at an early interval between 70 and 110 ms (Fig. 5D) tailed) . This indicates that the observed task-dependency (see Fig. 4 ) arises already at an early stage of auditory processing starting at 70 ms.
Our main results cannot simply be explained by differences in stimulus-envelope correlations, because the correlation of the envelope of the irrelevant mixture with the sum of the envelopes of the corresponding individual irrelevant sounds showed a different pattern across tasks compared with the decoding results (correlation of the mixture envelope with the summed individual envelopes [mean AE std.] per task: s1 task: r ¼ 0.895 AE0.029; s2 task: r ¼ 0.840 AE0.066; m task: r ¼ 0.889 AE0.012, cf. with main result in Fig. 4B ).
Discussion
The main goal of this study was to examine whether the cortical processing of auditory streams outside the listener's focus of attention depends on the sensory separation of these streams, just as it occurs inside the listener's focus of attention. More specifically, we investigated whether the cortical representation of background sounds depends on estimated cortical segregation cues. To this end, we characterized the cortical representation of natural sound streams when these streams were inside or outside the listener's focus of attention. Using naturalistic auditory scenes and selective attention tasks in combination with EEGbased sound tracking, we confirmed that reconstructions of unattended sounds are more accurate for mixed sounds rather than the average reconstruction of individual sounds (Puvvada and Simon, 2017) . Crucially, we found that this bias towards integration of unattended streams depends on the acoustic separability of these streams: Unattended sounds of the same category and producing similar sensory representations (e.g., two speech signals from different speakers) are more likely to be grouped than unattended sounds of different categories with more distinct sensory representations (e.g., speech vs. music). These observations might arise from a mechanism that separates auditory input based on acoustic differences between the sources, e.g. based on their distinct spectro-temporal modulation content regardless of the listener's focus of attention.
Furthermore, in line with findings from recent studies presenting continuous two-speaker situations Simon, 2012a, 2012b; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Mirkovic et al., 2015; O'Sullivan et al., 2015; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013) , we observed better cortical reconstruction for attended vs. unattended speech. An interesting result extending these previous findings is that attentional cortical modulation of speech vs. music representations occurs in distinct time windows, which is plausible given distinct neural substrates for speech and music processing (Norman-Haignere et al., 2015; Peretz and Zatorre, 2005) and supports the notion that category-specific attention operates on temporally and spatially distinct category-specific cortical processes (Hausfeld et al., 2018) .
More specifically, we found that the latency of attentional enhancement differed for the two types of sounds (~250 ms for speech, and 10 ms and~480 ms for music). We speculate that the observed enhancement for music reflects the regular musical beat pattern (on average one beat per 482 ms) and led to enhanced instantaneous processing due to predictions by the auditory system. When focusing on speech, participants likely relied on (phonetic) cues processed at different latencies. Thus, the differences in attentional enhancement for speech and music might reflect differences of the underlying processes important for rhythmic vs. phonetic processing.
Cortical processing of background sounds is modulated by acoustic similarity
Our main finding is that unattended sounds with similar sensory representations induce a stronger bias towards cortical stream integration (i.e., better reconstruction of mixed vs. single models). This effect occurred in an early time window (70-110 ms) presumably located in core auditory cortex (Puvvada and Simon, 2017) . The modulatory effect of acoustics on the early but not the later time window (~150 ms) (Fig. 5) supports the notion that active listening in natural scenes impacts the segregation of irrelevant sounds based on the bottom-up cues that signal acoustic differences of these sounds. Taken together, these results suggest that outside the listener's focus of attention, sounds with similar acoustic profiles (e.g., speech of different speakers) are more likely to be cortically grouped than acoustically mismatching sounds (e.g., speech and music). This interpretation can resolve seemingly opposing evidence from previous studies: Integrated representation of background speech streams (Puvvada and Simon, 2017) occurs due to the similar acoustics of these streams, as shown here when two speech streams form the background. Conversely, segregated representation of background tone sequences (Sussman et al., 2007) occurs when the spectra of the tones largely differ. In the latter study, the segregation of the unattended tone sequences was found for large but not small spectral separation, which is in line with our results obtained with naturalistic auditory scenes. In addition, our interpretation is supported by a recent study which found that the cortical tracking of unattended speech signals is decreased when these are distorted and acoustically more similar, indicating that acoustic features influence the fidelity with which cortex can track unattended sounds (Fuglsang et al., 2017) .
Importantly, together with earlier streaming studies (Micheyl et al., 2007) our findings imply that acoustic cues play a similar role for the segregation of streams inside and outside the listener's focus of attention. These segregation and integration processes of background sounds might occur automatically and in parallel to attention-driven processes to support attentional selection.
Processing of background sounds as represented by cortical EEG responses
Exploiting an experimental design that allowed examining neural processing of different multiple background sounds under fixed acoustical conditions, we find two distinct early processing stages that have opposite scalp topographies and both contribute to the segregation of unattended sounds. Based on their topographies and latencies, these stages are presumably located in primary and adjacent auditory cortex, which is in line with recent findings (Puvvada and Simon, 2017) . Note that the observed cortical bias toward integrated representation of background sounds does not exclude that cortical responses still represent to some extent the individual background sounds, as indicated here ( Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4) and elsewhere Simon, 2012a, 2012b; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; O'Sullivan et al., 2015; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013) .
Comparison to auditory streaming and the hierarchical decomposition model
The current observations agree with previous studies on auditory streaming and support a current model of auditory scene analysis. More specifically, our results are in line with behavioural studies on auditory streaming of pure-tone sequences (Carlyon et al., 2001; Thompson et al., 2011) . These studies found that when listeners' attention is drawn to a distractor sound and then the listener switches focus onto the tone sequence; this initially results in an integrated one-stream percept of that sequence rather than a segregated two-stream percept. This result suggests that either unattended streams are represented as integrated sounds or switching attention to the tone sequence "resets" the streaming segregation process (Cusack et al., 2004) . Another study by Brochard et al. (1999) found that the number of unattended sounds does not affect listening performance when listeners attended to one of several pure-tone sequences. This is consistent with the idea that background sounds are not processed as separate streams but as a mixture and with our results showing that, in the absence of attention, acoustically similar sounds are represented in cortex as mixtures rather than separate streams.
Our results provide empirical support for a hierarchical decomposition model (HDM) of auditory scene analysis, as proposed by Cusack et al. (2004) . The HDM states that "unattended branches" of auditory scenes are not further "fragmented" in the auditory system, because it would be inefficient to spend processing capacities on sounds of no interest. The model postulates that in complex natural scenes an initial coarse grouping of main components of the scene is formed and that only attended subgroups are processed further. This proposed processing strategy fits well the task-dependent effect we observed here, which showed a cortical bias towards stronger grouping when the background was formed by two speakers vs. a speaker and music. Our EEG results put new spatio-temporal constraints on this model by identifying the (outcomes of) the proposed mechanism at 70 ms and 150 ms post-stimulus onset in cortex. Future studies will further characterize the observed bias toward cortical integration by disentangling the relative contributions of segregated vs. integrated sound representations.
To summarize, we investigated the neural processing of continuous natural sounds when these are presented outside listeners' attentional focus. Our results suggest that two distinct early stages of auditory cortical processing contribute to the segregation of background sounds. Only when the sounds are attended, their early representations will be further elaborated, thereby supporting the perceptual extraction of these sounds of interest. In line with previous studies on auditory streaming, these findings support and extend a framework claiming that processing of unattended sounds relies on their acoustic properties. Crucially, we show that the cortical bias to process these sounds as mixtures increases with an increasing similarity of these sounds. This suggests that the sensory input of dissimilar unattended sounds facilitates the formation of streams and, thus, supports their attentional selection, just as inside the listener's focus of attention. In contrast, when facing a natural listening situation with similar sounds, selective attention seems to be essential to the formation and segregation of the sound of interest.
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